xx	INTRODUCTION
coins issued from the Agra mint in the fifth and sixth years of Jahangir's reign are particularly fine, and in boldness of execution and artistic merit challenge comparison with the best issues of other countries. The coins of the Great Mughals Akbar, Jahangir, and Shah Jahan abound in types, varieties, and sizes, and although the issues of Atirangzeb and his successors cannot make such a claim to the favourable notice of collectors, the interest is maintained by the abundance and variety of the mint-names found on these coins,
The coins of the Mughal Emperors were struck in gold,, silver, and copper. The silver issues of Babur and Humayun are broad thin pieces which follow the fashion of the coins struck in Afghanistan by the descendants of Taimur. The copper coins are of the standard devised by Bahlol LodL, Sultan of Dehli. Humayun's able conqueror, the Suri chieftain Slier Shah, initiated important currency reforms. It is from his reign that we must date the introduction of the gold mohar and silver rupee in the form and size they maintain throughout the Mughal dynasty and to the present clay.
Akbar modelled his coinage on that of Sher Shah, and like that monarch he issued a great number of large and thick copper coins known as dams, from many mints. Throughout the first thirty years of Akbar's life the currency shows but little change. The gold and silver coins exhibit the Kalima, together with the names of the four Imams. 'AH, cUmr, 'Usman, and Abu Bakr, accompanied by their epithets or qualities. These were the four orthodox khalifas, and immediate successors of the Prophet, The epithets vary slightly, but are usually:
Abu Bakr, the faithful witness.
'Umr, the meek.
*UsmFm, the father of two lights,
'All, the chosen. The Kalima is the Muhammadan profession of faith ;
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* There is no god but God; Muhammad is the Prophet of God,' Akbar continued the use of square rupees and mohars, in imitation of the coinage of Malwa. In the thirtieth year of his reign a change, which had been long foreshadowed, showed itself in Akbar 'and' on his currency. He began to date his1 coins from the first year of his reign, and this new era was called the ilahl (^1), or Divine Era. The inference was that Akbar's person was also divine, and a new creed was invented, which henceforth appeared on his coins. It was a short one:
Jb. j$\ 4il!   (Allalm Akbar Jalla Jalak).

